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Silawrap has been manufactured in Co Wexford, Ireland since 1996. We have wrapped 
over 300 million bales worldwide. Silawrap is available in black, green and white, 750 
and 500mm rolls. Silawrap now used in 14 countries worldwide. We have built our name 
on strength and reliability. Silawrap is compatible on all wrappers and gives excellent 
results in all crop types heavy or light.

Silawrap comes with a 12 month guarantee against UV degradation, features high UV 
stablisation and provides an airtight and weatherproof shield, when used according to 
instructions. 

MORE LAYERS ARE BETTER...
It has been universally proven that wrapping your forage with a minimum of 6 
layers will dramatically improve your feed quality ultimately reducing feed waste, 
saving money and improving milk and beef yields. With a minimum of 6 layers applied, 
not only do you achieve higher feed values, but also the extra layers can compensate 
for missed overlap in the wrap cycle, leaving at least enough film to give adequate 
protection to the bale. 

WRAPPING TIPS FROM SILAWRAP
For improved quality. dry matter and feed value, wrap with 6 layers. 

Wrap good quality grass Silage ideally 30 - 40% dry matter.

Ensure all bales are well shaped and firm, aim to wrap them within 2 - 3 hours of 
baling. 

Ensure that the wrapper is set up properly, that the centre of the bale is horizontally in 
line with the centre of the roll of film.

Clean pre-stretch unit (PSU) rollers regularly to ensure any tack or dirt is removed. 

Ensure that a minimum of 4 layers are applied to all areas of the bale, making sure 
that film overlap on the bale is at least 50%.

For bales with higher levels of dry matter and coarse crops always use 6 layers of film.

Immediately repair any damage caused to bales during storage period.

Ensure that bales are always protected from animals, including birds and vermin.
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66DMD SILAGE 76DMD SILAGE

SIX LAYERS - TRY IT AND SEE
REDUCED WASTE

45 LITRES MORE MILK PER BALE (Crop Packaging) 
EXTRA LIVE WEIGHT GAIN

76 DMD SILAGE WORTH 50KGS OF ROLLED BARLEY MORE PER BALE (TEAGASC)


